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Goal: Familiarize yourself with the auditory characteristics of the following species: 

 Black-billed Magpie 

 Black-capped Chickadee 

 Common Yellowthroat 

 Spotted Sandpiper 

 Gray Catbird 

 Yellow-breasted Chat 
 
Auditory ID: Below you will find recordings of some typical calls and songs for this week’s species. Listen through 
the tracks and pay attention to the characteristic tone, patterns, call notes and phrasing that I have noted.  Groups 
or pairs of these species can be easy to confuse with one another. I will describe some ways to help yourself 
differentiate between these similar-sounding species. 

After getting familiar with the recordings, go outside and see if you can hear any of these songs or calls. 
Remember- bird songs vary between individuals, and even within individual birds- try to listen to as many different 
songs as possible for each species to help you learn the songs! 

Track # Species Code Characteristics to listen for 

1 Black-billed Magpie BBMA Magpie’s have a very nasal, rising call note. They seem to say 
“Mag? Mag? Mag?” 

2 Black-capped 
Chickadee 

BCCH First listen to the sweet, two-note “Fee-bee” song. This song is less 
thin and more major sounding than the Mountain Chickadee. Next, 
hear the harsher and quick “chick-a-dee-dee-dee-dee” call.  

3 Common Yellowthroat COYE The COYE song is a sweet and rolling repeated “wich-i-ty, wich-i-ty, 
wich-i-ty” 

4 Spotted Sandpiper SPSA SPSA sing a rapid string of ~10 repeated “weet” notes. They’ll also 
give a few “weet” notes if alarmed. 

5 Gray Catbird GRCA GRCA is a mimic with a varied song, but does not consistently 
repeat its phrases like many other mimics. The song is disjointed, 
and is a mixture of squeaky, nasal phrases. Listen especially for the 
cat-like, nasal “meow” call. 

6 Yellow-breasted Chat YBCH THE YBCH song is extremely varied, and is mostly simple notes 
repeated in a decelerating series or given singly with a pause 
between each utterance. It is often full of squeaks, rattles, and 
clucks – listen for these harsher, chattering notes to distinguish it 
from the squeakier, more musical GRCA. They will also mimic other 
species.  

 


